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 Upper Semimodularity of Finite Subgroup Lattices
 F RANCESCO  R EGONATI
 We prove that the subgroup lattice of a finite group is upper semimodular if f in each of its
 intervals [ A ;  B ] there are at most as many subgroups covering  A  as subgroups covered by  B .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 By the duality principle , in any finite projective geometry there are as many points as
 hyperplanes . More generally , it has been proved that in any finite combinatorial
 geometry the number of points is less than or equal to that of hyperplanes , and equality
 holds if f the geometry is a direct sum of projective geometries [1 ,  4 ,  9] (many other
 inequalities concerning join irreducibles and meet irreducibles in upper semimodular
 lattices can be found in [6]) .
 Instead of a projective geometry , we consider a finite abelian group . By the duality
 principle [11] , the number of subgroups of prime order equals that of subgroups of
 prime index . Then we consider , rather than a combinatorial geometry , a finite group
 having an upper semimodular subgroup lattice ; the set of these groups is slightly larger
 than the set of finite abelian groups [11] .
 We prove that a finite subgroup lattice is upper semimodular if f in each of its
 intervals [ A ;  B ] the number of subgroups covering  A  is less than or equal to the
 number of subgroups covered by  B .  The proof of the ‘only if’ part is by direct
 computation .
 We prove the ‘if part’ using the hypothesis only on intervals of height 3 , the smallest
 ones on which it is non-trivial . The main step of the proof consists of the determination
 of the groups which are  critical  with respect to upper semimodularity (see [7 ,  8] for
 related results) .
 As a consequence we have that , if our inequality holds in every interval [ A ;  B ] of
 height 3 of the subgroup lattice of a finite group , then it holds in every other interval .
 Remarkably , the upper semimodularity of all intervals of height 3 does not imply the
 upper semimodularity of the whole subgroup lattice .
 2 .  A P ROPERTY OF  U PPER  S EMIMODULAR S UBGROUP  L ATTICES
 All structures here considered are assumed to be finite . The reader is referred to
 Gra ¨  tzer [3] and Stern [10] for lattice theory , to Huppert [5] for group theory and to
 Suzuki [11] for the theory of subgroup lattices . We denote by  L ( G ) the lattice of all the
 subgroups of a group  G ; the meet and the (group-theoretical) join of the subgroups
 A ,B  will be denoted by  A  >  B  and  A  <  B ,  respectively . A projectivity of a group  G
 onto a group  H  is an isomorphism of  L ( G ) onto  L ( H ) .
 Let  a  <  b  be any two elements of a lattice  L .  The interval [ a  ;  b ] is the lattice formed
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 by all the elements  x  of  L  such that  a  <  x  <  b .  When this interval only consists of  a ,b
 we say that  a  is covered by  b ,  or that  b  covers  a .
 The elements of a lattice which cover the minimum element are called atoms , while
 those which are covered by the maximum element are called coatoms . Let us denote by
 W 1 ( L ) and  W
 1 ( L ) the number of atoms and that of coatoms , respectively , of a lattice  L .
 A lattice is called reducible if it is isomorphic to the direct product of non-trivial
 lattices . We recall that a subgroup lattice is reducible if f the group can be written as a
 direct product of non-trivial subgroups of coprime orders [11 , p . 5] .
 A lattice  L  is called upper semimodular if it satisfies the upper neighborhood
 condition for any two elements  a ,b  of  L , a  ∨  b  covers  a  whenever  b  covers  a  ∧  b .  Lower
 semimodularity is defined dually . It turns out that a lattice has both these properties if f
 it is modular [10 , p . 24] .
 Any upper (or lower) semimodular lattice satisfies the Jordan – Dedekind chain
 condition , i . e . any two maximal chains having the same ends have the same length [10 ,
 p . 19] . On the other hand , a subgroup lattice  L ( G ) satisfies the Jordan – Dedekind chain
 condition if f the group  G  is supersolvable [11 , p . 9] , and in this case the length of any
 maximal chain of subgroups with first term  A  and last term  B  is the number of primes ,
 counted with their multiplicities , dividing the index of  A  in  B .  Thus groups having an
 upper (or lower) semimodular subgroup lattice are supersolvable .
 Note that , if [ A ;  B ] is any interval in the subgroup lattice of a supersolvable group ,
 then  W 1 ([ A ;  B ]) is the number of the subgroups contained in  B  in which  A  has prime
 index , while  W  1 ([ A ;  B ]) is the number of the subgroups containing  A  which have prime
 index in  B .
 We recall here , briefly , the classification of the groups having an upper semimodular
 subgroup lattice [11] .
 The subgroup lattice of a  p -group is lower semimodular [11 , p . 12] , so it is upper
 semimodular if it is modular , and this happens if f the group is quasi-Hamiltonian , i . e .
 any two subgroups are permutable [11 , p . 7] . Any Hamiltonian  p -group is the direct
 product of the quaternion group of order 8 by an elementary abelian 2-group , while
 any quasi-Hamiltonian , but non-Hamiltonian ,  p -group has a projectivity onto a suitable
 abelian group [11 , p . 39] .
 The subgroup lattice of a group of composite order is irreducible upper semimodular
 if f the group can be written as a semidirect product [ P ] Q  of an elementary abelian
 group  P  of order  p n 1 1  ?  ?  ?  p
 n r
 r   by a cyclic group  Q  of order  q
 n  (  p 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  p r  , q  pairwise
 distinct primes) such that a generator of  Q  induces on each Sylow  p i -subgroup of  P  a
 power automorphism of order  q n 2 h i  ,  with  h i  ,  n  and  h i  ?  h j  for  i  ?  j  [11 ,  p . 24] . †
 Since upper semimodularity is preserved by direct products and intervals , a subgroup
 lattice is upper semimodular if f the group is a direct product of some of the above ones ,
 provided that they have pairwise coprime orders .
 Our aim here is to prove the following theorem .
 T HEOREM 1 .  For e y  ery inter y  al  [ A ;  B ]  of an upper semimodular subgroup lattice
 L ( G ) , we ha y  e
 W 1 ([ A ;  B ])  <  W
 1 ([ A ;  B ]) .
 P ROOF .  The statement is trivially true for  u G u  a product of at most two primes . We
 use induction on  u G u .
 If  L ( G ) is reducible , then  G  5  G 1  3  G 2  ,  where  G 1 and  G 2 are proper subgroups
 having coprime orders and every subgroup  S  of  G  splits into the direct product  S 1  3  S 2  ,
 †  Recall that the subgroup lattice is assumed to be irreducible .
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 where  S i  5  G i  >  S .  Each interval [ A :  B ] of  L ( G ) splits into the lattice-theoretical direct
 product of the interval [ A 1 ;  B 1 ] of  L ( G 1 ) by the interval [ A 2 ;  B 2 ] of  L ( G 2 ) .  Thus , by
 induction , we obtain
 W 1 ([ A ;  B ])  5  W 1 ([ A 1 ;  B 1 ])  1  W 1 ([ A 2 ;  B 2 ])
 <  W  1 ([ A 1 ;  B 1 ])  1  W
 1 ([ A 2 ;  B 2 ])
 5  W  1 ([ A ;  B ]) .
 Henceforth , let  L ( G ) be irreducible . Note that , by induction , the statement holds
 true for every interval of  L ( G ) ,  but , possibly , only those [ A ;  G ] where  A  has a trivial
 core . †
 If there is a projectivity of  G  onto an abelian group , then we can think that  G  is
 abelian . In this case we have just to prove that  W 1 ( L ( G ))  <  W  2 ( L ( G )) ,  and this
 inequality (indeed , equality) holds by the well-known duality theorem for abelian
 groups [11 , p . 86] .
 If  G  is the direct product of the quaternion group of order 8 by an elementary
 abelian group of order 2 n  then , as in the previous case , we have just to prove that
 W 1 ( L ( G ))  <  W
 1 ( L ( G )) .  An easy computation gives
 W 1 ( L ( G ))  5  2
 n 1 1  2  1  ,  2 n 1 2  2  1  5  W  1 ( L ( G )) .
 If  G  has composite order , then  G  5  [ P ] Q ,  with the above notations and properties .
 Note the following :
 (i)  The set of subgroups of  G  the order of which is a product of the  p i ’s coincides
 with the set of subgroups of  P ,  and these are all normal in  G .  Thus the set of subgroups
 of order ( p  p l i i  ) q l  coincides with the set of subgroups which can be written as a
 semidirect product of a subgroup of  P  of order  p  p l i i   by a subgroup of order  q l .
 (ii)  Since the  q -Sylow subgroups are cyclic , any two  q -subgroups  H  and  K  of the
 same order are conjugate in  G  and hence determine lattice-isomorphic intervals [ H ;  G ]
 and [ K ;  G ] .
 We obtain by (i) that a subgroup of  G  has a trivial core only if it is a  q -subgroup , and
 hence by (ii) we only have to prove that
 W 1 ([ Q a ;  G ])  <  W
 1 ([ Q a  ;  G ])  (for 0  <  a  <  n ) ,
 where  Q a  is the unique subgroup of order  q
 a  contained in  Q .
 We will prove this inequality for  a  ,  n  (the case  a  5  n  is simpler) by direct
 computation .
 Note , first of all , that the number of subgroups of order  q c  (0  <  c  <  n ) is ‡
 u G u
 u N G ( Q c ) u
 5
 u P u
 u C P ( Q c ) u
 5
 p 1 < i < r  p n i i
 p 1 < i < r  p n i k  ( c < h i ) i
 5  P
 1 < i < r
 p n i k  ( h i , c ) i  ,
 while the number of those of order  q b  which contain  Q a  ( a  <  b  <  n ) is
 P
 1 < i < r
 p n i k  ( a < h i , b ) i  ,
 where , for example ,  k  ( c  <  h i ) equals 1 if  c  <  h i  and 0 otherwise .
 †  The core of a subgroup  S  in a group  G ,  denoted  S G ,  is the largest normal subgroup of  G  which is
 contained in  S  or , in other words , the intersection of all the conjugates of  S  in  G .
 ‡  For any two subgroups  S , T ,  we denote by  N S ( T  ) and  C S ( T  ) the normalizer and the centralizer ,
 respectively , of  T  in  S .
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 Then , from (i) and (ii) we obtain that the number of subgroups of order ( p  p l i i  ) q l
 which contains  Q a  (0  <  l i  <  n i  , a  <  i  <  n ) is †
 p 1 < i < r  F n i l i G p i  p 1 < i < r  p n i k  ( a < h i , l ) i
 p 1 < i < r  p l i k  ( a < h i , l ) i
 5  P
 1 < i < r




 p ( n i 2 l i ) k  ( a < h i , l ) i  .
 Now we have
 W 1 ([ Q a ;  G ])  5  O
 0 < j < r
 p n j j  2  1
 p j  2  1
 1  P
 0 < i < r
 p n i k  ( a 5 h i ) i  ,
 W  1 ([ Q a ;  G ])  5  O
 0 < j < r
 p n j j  2  1
 p j  2  1
 p χ  ( a < h j ) j  1  1
 and hence
 W  1 ([ Q a  ;  G ])  2  W 1 ([ Q a ;  G ])  5  O
 j :  a , h j
 (  p n j j  2  1)  >  0 .  h
 We remark that the statement obtained by replacing ‘upper’ by ‘lower’ and ‘  <  ’ by
 ‘  >  ’ is false , and so is the statement obtained by requiring modularity and claiming
 equality . For example , the subgroup lattice of the quaternion group of order 8 is
 lower semimodular ; moreover it is modular , and has one atom and three coatoms (see
 Figure 1) .
 3 .  A C HARACTERIZATION OF  U PPER  S EMIMODULAR  S UBGROUP  L ATTICES
 We recall that the height of a lattice  L ,  denoted by  h ( L ) ,  is the maximum length of a
 chain in the lattice ; the height of an element  x  of  L  is that of the interval [ O ,  x ] ,  where
 O  is the minimum of  L .  If [ A ;  B ] is any interval in the subgroup lattice of a group , then
 h ([ A ;  B ]) does not exceed the number of primes , counted with their multiplicities ,
 F IGURE 1 .
 †  Recall [5 , p . 311] that the number of subgroups of order  p k  contained in an elementary abelian group of
 order  p n  is
 F n k G p  5
 p n  2  1
 p k  2  1
 p n 2 1  2  1
 p k 2 1  2  1
 ?  ?  ?
 p n 2 k 1 1  2  1
 p  2  1
 (0  ,  k  <  n ) .
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 dividing the index of  A  in  B .  If the group is supersolvable , or if it is solvable and  A  is
 normal in  B ,  then equality holds .
 We will say that a group  G  is  critical  if  L ( G ) is not upper semimodular but  L ( H ) and
 L ( G  / N ) are upper semimodular , for every proper subgroup  H  and every proper factor
 group  G  / N .
 The main result of this paragraph is the following strong converse of Theorem 1 .
 T HEOREM 2 .  If W 1 ([ A ;  B ])  <  W
 1 ([ A ;  B ])  for each inter y  al  [ A ;  B ]  of height  3  of the
 subgroup lattice L ( G ) , then L ( G )  is upper semimodular .
 P ROOF .  The statement is trivially true for  h ( G )  ,  3 .  We prove , by induction on
 h ( G )  >  3 ,  that , if  L ( G ) is not upper semimodular , then it has an interval [ A ;  B ] of
 height 3 of such that  W 1 ([ A ;  B ])  .  W
 1 ([ A ;  B ]) .
 If there is a proper subgroup or a proper factor-group of  G  subgroup lattice is not
 upper semimodular , then our claim follows directly by induction . Thus we have to
 consider only the case of  G  being critical .
 For  h ( G )  5  3 ,  see Section 5 . If  h ( G )  .  3 ,  by Theorem 6 of Section 4 ,  G  can be
 written as a semidirect product  G  5  [ P ] Q  of an elementary abelian group  P  of order  p n
 (  p  prime ,  n  >  2) by a cyclic group  Q  5  k  y l  of order  q m  ( q  prime) , where  y  induces a
 cyclic (actually , for  n  >  3 ,  irreducible † ) , automorphism  f  on  P  such that  f  n  is a power
 automorphism and  u f  u  5  q m .
 Since  f  is cyclic , there is a subgroup  X  of order  p  of  P  such that  P  5  ! i  y  2 i Xy i .  Note
 that there are no proper subgroups  S  of index  p É  in  G  which contain  X .  Indeed ,  S  must
 contain a Sylow  q -subgroup  k t 2 1 yt l  ( t  P  P ) ,  and hence
 S  Ò  k t 2 1 yt l  < S !
 i
 ( t 2 1 yt ) 2 i X  ( t 2 1 yt ) i D  5  k t 2 1 yt l  < S !
 i
 y 2 i Xy i D  5  k t 2 1 yt l P  5  G .
 Note also that the subgroups of index  q m  in  G  form a chain , because each of them
 contains  P  and the factor-group  G  / P  is isomorphic to  k  y l ,  which is cyclic of
 prime-power order .
 Now , since maximal subgroups have prime-power index in solvable groups [5] , we
 have that there is a unique maximal subgroup containing  X ,  namely  k  y q l P .
 We distinguish two cases .
 If  m  5  1 ,  choose a subgroup  P #   containing  X  and having index  p 2 in  P .  Then each
 proper subgroup of  G  containing  P #   is a  p -subgroup and the interval [ P #  ,  G ] ,  of height 3 ,
 has 1  1  p  atoms and one coatom .
 If  m  .  1 ,  choose a subgroup  P ˜   containing  X  and having index  p  in  P .  Then it is not
 dif ficult to check that the interval [ k  y q 2 l P ˜  ;  G ] ,  of height 3 , has at least two atoms and
 only one coatom .  h
 We remark that the statement obtained by replacing ‘  <  ’ with ‘  >  ’ and ‘upper’ by
 ‘lower’ is false . So is the statement obtained by requiring equality and claiming the
 existence of a projectivity onto an abelian group . For example , the subgroup lattice of
 †  An automorphism  c  of a group  G  is said to be cyclic if there is a  g  P  G  such that  G  5  k g ,  c g ,  c  2 g ,  .  .  . l ;  c
 is said to be irreducible if there are no proper subgroups of  G  which are  c  -invariant .
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 F IGURE 2 .
 the group  G  5  k x ,  y  u  x 5  5  y 4  5  1 , y  2 1 xy  5  x  2 l  has six atoms and six coatoms but is not
 lower semimodular ; hence  G  has no projectivity onto an abelian group (see Figure 2) .
 However , recalling the classification of upper semimodular  p -groups , we obtain the
 following .
 C OROLLARY 3 .  A p - group G has a projecti y  ity onto an abelian p - group if f in each of
 the inter y  als  ( of height  3)  of L ( G )  there are as many atoms as coatoms .
 We also remark that it is not true that , if all the intervals of height 3 of  L ( G ) are
 upper semimodular (even all modular!) , then  L ( G ) is upper semimodular . An example
 is given by the subgroup lattice of the following group :
 G  5  k x ,  y ,  z ,  a  u  x  2  5  y  2  5  z 2  5  a 7  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  [ x ,  z ]  5  [  y ,  z ]  5  1 ,
 a 2 1 xa  5  y ,  a  2 1 ya  5  z ,  a  2 1 za  5  xz l .
 By Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the following characterization of upper semimodular
 subgroup lattices .
 T HEOREM 4 .  A subgroup lattice is upper semimodular if f in each of its inter y  als the
 number of atoms does not exceed that of coatoms .
 Finally , we note that the behavior of small intervals transfers to all the intervals of a
 subgroup lattice :
 C OROLLARY 5 .  If the number of atoms does not exceed that of coatoms in each
 inter y  al of height  3  of a subgroup lattice , then the same holds true in e y  ery other inter y  al .
 4 .  C RITICAL  G ROUPS
 Although critical groups may be found by examining thoroughly the list of minimal
 non-upper-semimodular groups [7] and that of weakly upper semimodular groups [8] ,
 we give here a direct characterization of them . Since any group of height 3 which has a
 non-upper-semimodular subgroup lattice is critical , we will confine ourselves to the
 groups of height greater than 3 . We recover the groups of [7 , Theorem 2 . 2 and 4 . 1(3)] .
 If  G  is critical , then every proper subgroup of  G  is supersolvable ; hence [5 , p . 718]  G
 is solvable . Two relevant consequences are as follows : first , the height of each subgroup
 H  (factor group  G  / N ) is the number of primes , counted with their multiplicities ,
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 dividing the order of  H  (the order of  G  / N ) ; second , a minimal normal subgroup is
 elementary abelian of prime-power order .
 We recall that the following two conditions are both equivalent to upper semi-
 modularity of a lattice  L :
 (1)  h ( x )  1  h (  y )  >  h ( x  ∧  y )  1  h ( x  ∨  y ) ;
 (2)  if  x  ∧  y  is covered by  x  and  y ,  then  x  and  y  are covered by  x  ∨  y ;
 where  x  and  y  are arbitrary elements of  L  [3 , p . 73 ; 10 , pp . 20 – 29] . Let  G  be a solvable
 group . If two subgroups of  G  are permutable , then they satisfy (1) with equality ; on the
 other hand , if two subgroups of  G  have coprime orders and satisfy (1) , then they are
 permutable .
 Note that , if  G  is a critical , then any two subgroups of  G  which do not satisfy (1) or
 (2) have group-theoretical union  G .  Furthermore , the core of both subgroups only
 consists of the unit .
 T HEOREM 6 .  A group G of height greater than  3  is critical if f it can be written as a
 semidirect product G  5  [ P ] Q , where :
 (i)  P is elementary abelian of order p n  ( n  >  2)  and Q  5  k  y l  is cyclic of order q m  (  p ,q
 distinct primes ) ;
 (ii)  y induces on P a cyclic automorphism  f  such that  f  q is a power automorphism and
 u f  u  5  q m ; furthermore , if n  >  3 ,  f  is irreducible .
 P ROOF .  We only prove the non-trivial direction . Since  L ( G ) is not upper semi-
 modular , there are two subgroups  H  and  K  of  G  such that  H  >  K  is covered by  H  and
 K ,  while  H  or  K  is not covered by  H  <  K ; moreover , we have  H G  5  K G  5  1 and
 H  <  K  5  G .
 H  and  K  are supersolvable ; hence the indices of  H  >  K  in  H  and in  K  are primes . We
 distinguish two cases .
 First cases .  The two indices are both equal to a prime  q .  Choose  Q  P  Syl q ( H  >  K ) ,
 Q 1  P  Syl q ( H )  and  Q 2  P  Syl q ( K ) such that  Q  is contained in both  Q 1 and  Q 2 and note
 that :
 (i)  Q  5  Q 1  >  Q 2 is covered by  Q 1 and  Q 2 and , since these are prime-power order
 groups ,  Q  is normal in  Q 1  , Q 2 and hence in  Q 1  <  Q 2  .
 (ii)  H  5  Q 1 ( H  >  K ) and  K  5  Q 2 ( H  >  K ) ,  so  H  <  K  5  ( Q 1  <  Q 2 )( H  >  K ) and we have
 h ( Q 1  <  Q 2 )  5  h ( H  <  K )  2  h ( H  >  K )  1  h (( Q 1  <  Q 2 )  >  H  >  K )  .  2  1  h ( Q )
 5  h ( Q 1 )  1  h ( Q 2 )  2  h ( Q 1  >  Q 2 ) ,
 i . e .  Q 1 and  Q 2 do not satisfy relation (1) .
 Since  L ( G ) is critical non-upper-semimodular , we obtain from (ii) that  Q 1  <  Q 2  5  G
 and  Q G  5  1 ; on the other hand , from (i) we have that  Q  is normal in  G  ; hence it only
 consists of the unit . We derive that
 u Q 1 u  5  u Q 2 u  5  q .
 Now let  P  be a minimal normal subgroup , necessarily elementary abelian of
 prime-power order  p n ,  say . We claim that it cannot happen that both  PQ 1 and  PQ 2 are
 proper subgroups of  G .
 Indeed , in that case  L ( PQ i ) is upper semimodular ( i  5  1 , 2) .  Let  R  be any subgroup
 of order  p  of  P .  If  Q i  is contained in  P ,  then  Q i  obviously normalizes  R .  If  Q i  is not
 contained in  P ,  since  R  and  Q i  are both contained in the proper subgroup  PQ i  ,  we
 have  h ( R  <  Q i )  5  2 so that  R  5  P  >  ( R  <  Q i ) is normal in  R  <  Q i  and , in particular , it is
 normalized by  Q i .  Thus , in any case ,  R  is normalized by  Q 1  , Q 2  , Q 1  <  Q 2  5  G .
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 Recalling that  P  is minimal normal , we derive that it has order  p .  Now  L ( G  / P ) has to
 be upper semimodular ; hence
 h S G
 P
 D  5  h S Q 1 P
 P
 <
 Q 2 P
 P
 D  5  h S Q 1 P
 P
 <
 Q 2 P
 P
 D  1  h S Q 1 P
 P
 >
 Q 2 P
 P
 D  <  h S Q 1 P
 P
 D  1  h S Q 2 P
 P
 D  <  2
 and we have  h ( G )  5  h ( P )  1  h ( G  / P )  <  3 ,  which contradicts our hypothesis .
 This proves our claim : thus we can write
 G  5  [ P ] Q 1  .
 Since  h ( G )  .  3 ,  we have  n  .  2 .  Moreover , it is easy to check that  p  ?  q  and a
 generator of  Q 1 induces an irreducible automorphism on  P .
 This concludes the proof in the first case . We point out that the key of the proof is
 the existence of two subgroups of prime order (not necessarily of the same order) ,
 which do not satisfy (1) . So we assume henceforth that any two subgroups of prime
 order of  G  satisfy this condition .
 Second case .  H  >  K  has index  p  in  H  and index  q  in  K ,  with  p  .  q .  Choose a cyclic
 p -subgroup  X  contained in  H  such that  X  >  K  5  X p  and a cyclic  q -subgroup  Y
 contained in  K  such that  Y  >  H  5  Y q .  Note that  H  5  X  ( H  >  K ) and  K  5  Y ( H  >  K ) ;
 hence  H  <  K  5  ( X  <  Y )( H  >  K ) .  Moreover ,  X p  and  Y q ,  being contained in the proper
 subgroup  H  >  K ,  satisfy condition (1) and , having coprime orders , are permutable .
 Now we have
 h ( X  <  Y )  5  h ( H  <  K )  2  h ( H  >  K )  1  h (( X  <  Y )  >  H  >  K )  .  2  1  h ( X p  <  Y q )
 5  2  1  h ( X p )  1  h ( Y q )  2  h ( X p  >  Y q )
 5  h ( X  )  1  h ( Y )  5  h ( X  )  1  h ( Y )  2  h ( X  >  Y ) ,
 i . e .  X  and  Y  do not satisfy (1) ; thus  G  5  X  <  Y  and  X ,Y  have a trivial core .
 We note that it cannot happen that  X p  .  1 .  Indeed ,  X p ,Y  Ô  K  satisfy (1) and , having
 coprime orders , they are permutable so that  u X p Y u  5  u X  p u  u Y u .  Now ,  X p Y  is supersolv-
 able ,  X p  P  Syl p ( X p Y ) and  p  is the highest prime dividing  u X p Y u ; hence  X p  is normal in
 X p Y , X , X  <  Y  5  G ,  in contradiction with the fact that  X  has a trivial core . Hence
 u X  u  5  p .
 We also note that  Y  does not have order  q  because we are assuming that any two
 subgroups of prime order satisfy (1) . Set  X  5  k x l , Y  5  k y l  and  u  y u  5  q m .
 We claim that , if  X h  5  y  2 h Xy h ,  and  X i  ?  X j  ,  then
 u X i  <  X j u  5  p 2 .
 Indeed , since we are assuming that any two subgroups of prime order of  G  satisfy
 (1) , we can argue as follows . If our claim does not hold true , then  u X i  <  X j u  5  tp ,  where
 t  is a prime greater than  p .  Note that the unique subgroup  Y #   of order  q  contained in  Y
 is permutable with  X i  , X j  and  X i  <  X j  ; hence the subgroup  Z  5  ( X i  <  X j ) Y #   has order
 tpq  (where  t  .  p  .  q ) .  Now ,  Y #   is not normal in  Z  ; otherwise  N G ( Y #  )  Ò  y 2 i Xy i , Y , X ,
 X  <  Y  5  G ,  in contradiction with the fact that  Y  has to be core-free . Hence  Z  contains
 at least two Sylow  q -subgroups  Y #  1  , Y #  2 .  Note that , if  X i Y #  1  ?  X i Y #  2  ,  then  X i  is normal in
 X i Y #  1  , X i Y #  2  , X i Y #  1  <  X i Y #  2  5  Z  and hence  X i  5  X j  ,  a contradiction . Thus  X i Y #  1  5  X i Y #  2
 and , analogously ,  X j Y #  1  5  X j Y #  2  ,  so that all of these subgroups coincide with  Y #  1  <  Y #  2 and
 we again have the contradiction  X i  5  X j  .  This proves our claim : hence any two
 elements of the form  y 2 h xy h  are permutable and
 N  5  k x ,  y  2 1 xy ,  y 2 2 xy  2 ,  .  .  . l
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 is an elementary abelian  p -group of order , say ,  p n  (with  n  >  2) ; it is normalized by  X ,
 Y , X  <  Y  5  G .  Thus we have
 G  5  [ N ] Y .
 It is clear that  y  induces a cyclic automorphism  f  on  N .  f  q  is a power automorphism
 because it is induced by  y q  and  L ( N k y q l ) is upper semimodular .  u f  u  5  q m  because  Y  has
 to be core-free .
 Finally , if  f  is reducible , then  n  5  2 .
 Indeed , if  N #   is a normal subgroup contained in  N  ( N #  ?  1 ,N ) ,  then  L ( N #  Y ) is upper
 semimodular and each subgroup of  N #   is normal in  N #  Y , N , NY  5  G .  Thus we can think
 that  u N #  u  5  p .  Now ,  L ( G  / N #  ) is upper semimodular and ( XN #  / N #  )  >  ( YN #  / N #  )  5  N #  / N #
 covered by  XN #  / N #   implies  YN #  / N #   covered by ( XN #  / N #  )  <  ( YN #  / N #  )  5  G  / N #   and
 p n 2 1  5  p n q m  / pq m  5  u G u / u YN #  u  is a prime ,  i . e .  n  5  2 .  h
 5 .  C RITICAL  G ROUPS OF  H EIGHT  3
 Let  G  be any group of height 3 . Every proper subgroup  H  of  G  has a subgroup
 lattice of height at most 2 ,  a fortiori  modular , so  H  is supersolvable . Thus  G  is solvable
 and its order is the product of three (not necessarily distinct) primes .
 The determination of critical groups of height 3 is a long elementary exercise . The
 results can be checked by looking for groups which appear in both the list of groups of
 order  p 3 , p  2 q  and  pqr  (see , e . g ., [2]) and in the list of minimal non-upper-semimodular
 groups [7] .
 We give here the complete list , omitting all tedious details . For each family of groups
 we give a presentation , a sketch corresponding to one of the smallest groups of the
 family , and the numbers  W 1 and  W  1 .
 In our sketches we represent the subgroups of height 1 by points and the subgroups
 of height 2 by line segments ; the line segment representing the subgroup  H  of height 2
 will join the points representing subgroups of height 1 contained in  H .  Thus an atom
 will be represented by a point , while a coatom will be represented by a line segment or ,
 possibly , by a point which does not belong to any line segment . The non-upper-
 semimodularity of the subgroup lattice is accounted for by the existence of a pair of
 points which are not joined by any line segment .
 5 . 1 .  Groups of order p 3
 5 . 1 . 1 :
 k x ,y  u  x  4  5  y  2  5  1 ,  y 2 1 xy  5  x  2 1 l ,
 W 1  5  5 ,  W
 1  5  3 .
 F IGURE 3 .  The dihedral group of order 8 .
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 5 . 1 . 2 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y p  5  z p  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  z ,  [ x ,  z ]  5  [  y ,  z ]  5  1 l  (  p  odd) ,
 W 1  5  1  1  p  1  p
 2 ,  W  1  5  1  1  p .
 F IGURE 4 .  k x ,y ,z  u  x 3  5  y 3  5  z 3  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  z ,  [ x ,  z ]  5  [  y ,  z ]  5  1 l .
 5 . 2 .  Groups of order p 2 q
 5 . 2 . 1 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y p  5  z q  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  1 ,  z  2 1 xz  5  x a ,  z 2 1 yz  5  y d l ,
 with  a q , d q  ;  1 , a  ; /  d  and  a ,d  ; /  1  (mod  p ) ;
 W 1  5  1  1  p  1  p
 2 ,  W  1  5  1  1  2 p .
 F IGURE 5 .  k x ,y ,z  u  x 7  5  y 7  5  z 3  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  1 , z 2 1 xz  5  x 2 , z 2 1 yz  5  y 4 l .
 5 . 2 . 2 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y p  5  z q  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  [ x ,  z ]  5  1 ,  z 2 1 yz  5  y d l ,
 with  d  ; /  1 and  d q  ;  1  (mod  p ) ;
 W 1  5  1  1  2 p ,  W
 1  5  2  1  p .
 F IGURE 6 .  k x ,y ,z  u  x 3  5  y 3  5  z 2  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  [ x ,  z ]  5  1 , z 2 1 yz  5  y 2 l .
 5 . 2 . 3 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y p  5  z q  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  1 ,  z  2 1 xz  5  y ,  z  2 1 yz  5  x b y d l ,
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 where [ 0 1
 b
 d ]  P  GL (2 ,  p ) has order  q  and has no eigenvectors ;
 W 1  5  1  1  p  1  p
 2 ,  W  1  5  1  1  p 2 .
 F IGURE 7 .  The alternating group  A 4  .
 5 . 2 . 4 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y p  5  z q  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  [ x ,  z ]  5  1 ,  y 2 1 zy  5  z a l ,
 with  a  ; /  1 and  a p  ;  1  (mod  q ) ;
 W 1  5  2  1  pq ,  W
 1  5  1  1  p  1  q .
 F IGURE 8 .  k x ,y ,z  u  x 2  5  y 2  5  z 3  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  [ x ,  z ]  5  1 , y 2 1 zy  5  z 2 l .
 5 . 2 . 5 :
 k x ,y  u  x p 2  5  y q  5  1 ,  y  2 1 xy  5  x a l ,
 with  a  ; /  1 and  a q  ;  1  (mod  p 2 ) ;
 W 1  5  1  1  p
 2 ,  W  1  5  1  1  p .
 F IGURE 9 .  The dihedral group  k x ,y  u  x 9  5  y 2  5  1 , y 2 1 xy  5  x 8 l .
 5 . 3 .  Groups of order pqr
 5 . 3 . 1 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y q  5  z r  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  1 ,  z 2 1 xz  5  x b ,  z  2 1 yz  5  y c l ,
 with  b  ; /  1 and  b r  ;  1  (mod  p ) ;  c  ; /  1 and  c r  ;  1  (mod  q ) ;
 W 1  5  2  1  pq ,  W
 1  5  1  1  p  1  q .
 F IGURE 10 .  k x ,y ,z  u  x 5  5  y 3  5  z 2  5  1 ,  [ x ,  y ]  5  1 , z 2 1 xz  5  x 4 , z 2 1 yz  5  y 2 l .
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 5 . 3 . 2 :
 k x ,y ,z  u  x p  5  y q  5  z r  5  1 ,  y 2 1 xy  5  x a ,  z  2 1 xz  5  x b ,  [ z ,  y ]  5  1 l ,
 with  a  ; /  1 , a q  ;  1 , b  ; /  1 and  b r  ;  1  (mod  p ) ;
 W 1  1  1  1  2 p ,  W
 1  5  2  1  p .
 F IGURE 11 .  k x ,y ,z  u  x 7  5  y 3  5  z 2  5  1 , y 2 1 xy  5  x 2 , z 2 1 xz  5  x 6 ,  [ z ,  y ]  5  1 l .
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